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Using GIS to Visualize Health Disparities: HIV Rates and Abstinence-Only Sexuality Education
Executive Summary
Rates of HIV, poverty, race, income and education level can be compared geospatially with state, county or
school district policies on sexuality education, demonstrating the policy and social determinants of public
health. Major metropolitan areas within states, 2012 Presidential Election voting patterns, and federal
funding for Abstinence Only Sexuality Education also offer insight into local public health outcomes. These
associations are clear if maps are viewed side by side or through statistical analysis, however the
implications of policy on public health are more difficult to represent in a single or simple map. This project
attempts to visually represent the social determinants of health and other contributing factors to create a
self-evident, persuasive and accurate portrayal of this connection.

Problem Definition
For over thirty years, the United States has offered public schools additional funds in exchange for adopting
a strict curriculum known as Abstinence-Only Sexuality Education, known as AOSE (Guttmacher, 2012).
Although multiple studies have demonstrated the ineffectiveness of this curriculum to impact adolescent
rates of unwanted pregnancies, HIV and other sexually-transmitted diseases, federal policy still supports
AOSE (Collins, Alagiri, & Summers, 2002).
Failing to teach adolescents practical knowledge of sexuality, protection, and biological facts (curriculum
collectively known as Comprehensive Sexuality Education, or CSE) has impacted generations of teenagers
and adults by withholding information needed to be safe. Not only does this create a health disparity
between children living in states with AOSE policies versus those living in states that teach CSE, but lowincome and minority families disproportionately rely on the public school system, whereas wealthier
families may choose to live in select school districts or pay for private schools. This perpetuates the growing
health discrepancies between the rich and poor, white and non-whites, and the sick and the healthy.
Rates of HIV are not equal throughout the country, and the disparity is highly visible on maps, by state and
county. Many of the social determinants of health that are closely associated with rates of HIV (such as
poverty, density, race, education, and income) are also visually striking on maps, which closely resemble
mappings of rates of HIV. Through my previous research on HIV, AOSE and race, we were able to
demonstrate a statistically significant association between rates of HIV, state policy for AOSE, and racial
makeup of public schools, however the implications of our results was not visually striking or obvious and
needed additional explanation. Creating a self-evident, persuasive map would be an invaluable tool for
demonstrating the associations between public health and policy.
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Sadly, HIV has many socioeconomic and demographic proxies, and often correlates with income, race, and
education (CDC, 2009). These variables are also closely correlative with one another, and tend to cluster
geographically in major metropolitan areas and the South. Selecting race as a viable proxy for income,
education and HIV is a distressing reality that reflects the institutionalized racism and perpetuating health
disparities within the U.S.
AIDSVu.org has aggregated the CDC HIV Surveillance Report data with various demographic and social
determinants of health data at the state, county, ZIP code and city levels into an online app. Users can see
side by side comparisons of rates of HIV by Race, Age, Sex, next to maps of Poverty, Education, Income,
Health Insurance Status and Income Inequality.
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I used this AIDSVu.org mapping tool as an exemplar for my own maps, and as a starting point. I did not want
to simply duplicate these maps, so this project focused on expanding the AIDSVu.org project to include state
policies, political social context, and the dissimilarities of urban cores from suburban and rural areas.

Data Description
The primary variables are the social indicators (demographics), location (states, counties), and outcomes
(HIV rates). The challenge is selecting which variables to layer in a way that is not only visually striking, but is
also a relevant, persuasive representation of current conditions.

Datum
State HIV rates
County HIV rates
AOSE Mandate
Percent Romney
Number Romney
Romney Proxy
City size

Description
Reported HIV rate for entire state
Reported HIV rate for individual counties
Dummy variable for whether or not the state
mandates Abstinence-Only Sexuality Education
Percentage of all presidential election votes
went to Mitt Romney, by county
Absolute number of all presidential election
votes went to Mitt Romney, by county
Calculated variable, Percent Romney x Number
Romney
Population classification

Source
CDC HIV Surveillance Report, 2009
AIDSVu.org
Guttmacher Institute, 2012
Telegraph.co.uk
Telegraph.co.uk
(N/A)
ArcGIS USCities shapefile

Data Preparation
Combining the data into a usable format posed several issues, including the unpredictable join function in
version 10.1, and slight variations of data resulting from indicators from different sources with dissimilar
formatting. County data were the most difficult to work with since every county in the United States is
included, and the AIDSVu.org data had counties with different names and FIPS codes than the USCounties
shapefile provided with the textbook. I discovered this issue after successfully joining all my county data to
the USCounties shapefile, when some polygons had null entries when they should not have. After digging
through my data in Excel, I found slight variations in format or sorting that were buried within the 3,108
counties, and were not immediately obvious when I first started working with the data.
Once I thoroughly reviewed and corrected my dataset, I used the field calculator to transform FIPS codes
from text (as provided in the ArcGIS textbook), into numbers in a new field. I joined this to an Excel file that
included all state rates of HIV, and a dummy variable1 for whether or not the state mandates Abstinence

1

There were three types of ‘no data’ that are represented in dummy variables for both state and counties. The first,
‘No Report’ is assigned to the three states that do not report HIV rates at any level, and contain no data (MD, MA, VT);
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Only Sexuality Education (AOSE). This required creating a new field and using the field calculator to
transform the state FIPS codes into a numeric field, and joining the shapefile with the state FIPS codes from
my Excel file.
The next step was to identify which states mandate AOSE, which I was able to do by assigning a bolder
outline for any state polygon with a value greater than 0, and also indicate which states do not report HIV
data and are not included (represented in a different color).
From these first steps, I created a simple map that would serve as the foundation for all other maps.
Through trial and error experimentation, I created the following maps by adjusting the graduated color
ramps, adding and removing layers, and adjusting the number of classes and break values so the differences
between counties would be visible, but not overwhelming.
(Note: All maps are included as attachments, thumbnails are for reference only)
Figure 1: State HIV Rates, AOSE Mandate
Overall, state HIV rates were not specific enough to represent the geographical
patterns of HIV. After adjusting graduated categories, colors, and polygon outlines,
state level data was not an effective representation of these data.

Figure 2: County HIV Rates, AOSE Mandate
County level HIV rates were far more detailed and reflective of socioeconomic health
trends, however this was also difficult to understand and not an effective
representation of these data.
These maps were not successful representations of the research topic because they were either too detailed
or not detailed enough. Statewide HIV rates fail to reflect the regional quality of population distribution or
high concentrations of metropolitan areas within a relatively rural state. Likewise, the county level HIV rates
give too much weight to large rural counties which are physically large, but lack density.
Using an outline for AOSE was also unsuccessful since a state that does not mandate AOSE may be adjacent
to those that do, creating an outline that should not be there (see New Mexico on Figure 2 – New Mexico
does not mandate AOSE, but Arizona, Colorado and Texas do).
To better highlight the discrepancies, I used either a white fill or hollow fill to ‘highlight’ or ‘hide’ AOSE
mandates instead of attempting to add another color or component to the map, which was distracting and
confusing. This masking layer allowed me to isolate specific states for comparisons.

‘State Data Only’ refers to three states that do not have county level data (ND, SD, DE), but the overall state HIV rate is
represented with the corresponding color; and ‘No Data’ refers to individual counties that do not report HIV rates.
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Figure 3: County HIV Rates, No AOSE Mandate
This was an improvement over the previous version, however smaller states and
smaller counties are still obscured by the complexity of the layers. More detailed
versions of the New England area, for instance, would be needed for a more in-depth
project.
Figure 4: County HIV Rates, AOSE Mandate
Isolating only AOSE mandated states was also an improvement over Figure 2, yet
smaller dense counties are not well represented, and large rural counties are still
overrepresented. However, Figures 3 and 4 offer a more powerful visual when they are
side by side, than individually. This begins to tell the story of place-based social
determinants of health.
The patterns that emerge from these four figures are typical and expected outputs of HIV incidence in the
U.S., and follow familiar patterns of race and poverty. Although this was a reassurance that I was producing
accurate maps, I wanted to dive a little deeper into the health disparities caused by a state mandate for
AOSE, and explore some of the potential ways GIS could represent the policy impacts on public health.
Suburbia – Not Just Tiny Cities
My theory examines these data from the urban–rural schism of demographics in the United States. Since
suburbanization, cycles of urban growth and collapse resulted in three distinct ‘places’ – urban metropolis,
suburban sprawl, and country rural. Each of these places attracts a particular demographic, and certain
types of people seek these places to match their lifestyles. Large cities tend to attract more liberal, and
higher educated professionals in addition to the poor seeking inexpensive housing left behind by
suburbanization, while more moderate, conservative, middle class and working families tend to seek the
American Dream in a highly subsidized and promoted suburban lifestyle.
However certain state policies, such as mandating AOSE, affect these disparate populations in different
ways. In rural communities with like-minded values and little HIV, an abstinence-based policy may be
appropriate, but in a large urban core with rampant HIV, this policy perpetuates health disparities by
withholding information from those who need it most.
As disparate as urban is from suburban and rural, county populations tend to share values internally (intracounty), but not laterally (inter-county). Visually depicting this divide could not depend only on population
density (see Figure 7, below), but must reflect what the population thinks and believes.
Figure 7: County HIV Rates, Major Cities
I layered all major U.S. cities based on population on top of county HIV rates to
demonstrate that HIV tends to follow population trends (i.e. if there are very few
people, there will be very little HIV).
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Conservative populations may be the vast majority of any given state, but what about cities? For instance,
New Orleans is a relatively liberal oasis among a very conservative (and very white) population, but is still
beholden to the state policies that reflect the demographics of the rest of the state, and not the city. How
does this affect HIV? What variable could be used to demonstrate the political leanings of any given county?
An easy choice is to use voting data from the most recent presidential election, which is available at a county
level.2 While reviewing these data, I noticed that many smaller counties (for instance, populations less than
1,000) overwhelmingly voted for one candidate over the other. If I used only the percentage of votes for
Romney, I would accurately depict homogenization, but not the number of people represented. Likewise,
larger counties or counties that include a less homogenized voter base would undermine the number of
people represented by a lower relative percentage.

Figure 8: County HIV Rates, Percent Voted Romney
Nationwide, pockets of highly homogenized counties emerge, mostly in rural areas.

Figure 8: Southern U.S. County HIV Rates, Percent Voted Romney (detail)
In greater detail, it is easier to see that highly homogenous counties are rarely where
there are high rates of HIV, and that most counties with high rates of HIV did not
overwhelmingly vote for Romney.

Figure 9: County HIV Rates, Number Romney Votes
Using only the number of votes, the disparity between urban and rural is also visible.
Counties that appeared homogenous (darker red) in Figure 8 are now a light pink,
because these are rural areas with few voters.
Although these maps help illustrate the overall concept of population density and homogeneity, they are
not very effective visual representations of the public health impacts of state policy on urban areas.
The Romney Proxy
To visually represent the overall political leanings of any given area, I used the Field Calculator to create a
new variable called the Romney Proxy, which is simply multiplying the number of Romney votes by the
percentage of Romney votes for each county. This way, a small and homogenous county would not appear
to be equal with a large and diverse area, and would essentially ‘weigh’ each county.

2

The majority of election data were downloaded from telegraph.co.uk, however several states were not included in this
dataset. When possible, I used election results reported from the secretary of state website for each state, and politico.com
if the data were not readily available any other way.
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Figure 5: County HIV Rates, Romney Proxy
This demonstrates that Romney supporters are generally not in cities or urban regions,
and are not the same areas that also have higher rates of HIV. Note that darker colors
can indicate density, and/or homogeneity (or combination of both).
Figure 6: Southern U.S., County HIV Rates, Romney Proxy (detail)
Within the southern belt of high HIV rates, the most important polygons to note are
those with darker grey shading and a light pink border. This combination means that
counties with higher rates of HIV are not conservative, yet they are all located within
states that overwhelmingly supported Romney in the 2012 presidential election, and all
mandate AOSE.
Data Limitations
Large Dataset
Examining patterns and trends across the nation depends on a complete dataset, as missing or nonreporting counties create ‘holes’ in the map and hinder comparison. When I discovered some missing data I
realized I would not be able to do side-by-side comparisons, which was the goal of this project. I had
committed to using county-level data, which meant I had no choice but to do the research to fill these gaps.
There are over 3,100 counties in the Continental U.S., which is a large dataset to manage, inspect, review,
edit and cross reference. Minor differences in formatting were well hidden, and required careful line by line
review to correct. Additionally, many data were from larger datasets, most of which was not used here, but
also required careful data management.
Not Reporting
Four states and many counties did not report HIV rates and were not included in the 2009 HIV Surveillance
Report, which is the most comprehensive HIV dataset available, and the primary source for almost all HIV
data analysis and reports. This created noticeable ‘holes’ on the maps, and illustrates the importance of
standardized, regular data reporting nationwide.
The only downloadable dataset I could find of county-level election results was from telegraph.co.uk, and it
omitted several states. Some states individually provide downloadable county-level data, however a few
states required manual data entry from politico.com, which does not provide downloadable data.
Ideally, I would have cleaned up the data for states and counties with no data to exclude visually. I did not
realize this until after my data merging issues were resolved, and opted to proceed with three variables
instead: No Report (counties that do not report HIV rates), State Data Only (data not available on a county
level, but the state does report statewide HIV rates), and No Data (state does not report HIV data at any
level).
Nativity Rate
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Nativity rate is the proportion of the population that lives in the same state in which they were born and
raised. Louisiana has the highest nativity rate in the country, therefore theoretically, states with higher
nativity rates would more accurately reflect the public health outcomes of that state’s policy.
If I could increase the scope of this project, I would examine HIV rates for adolescents (ages 13-24) in greater
detail, since this age group is most likely to be living in the state where they received sexuality education.
Older adults may have been educated and/or infected elsewhere, but have moved to large cities such as
Miami or San Francisco.
AOSE State Policy
Although state policy may mandate Abstinence-Only Sexuality Education, however that does not necessarily
reflect what is actually taught in a classroom. Individual school districts may also choose curriculum that is
culturally relevant to their students. For example, an area with high rates of teenage pregnancy may select a
more targeted curriculum than a highly religious community.
Romney Proxy
While this combination of variables assigns appropriate weight to each county, it is still an estimate and fails
to distinguish between density and homogeneity. The maps produced using this variable are fascinating,
especially in the southern states (areas with the highest rates of HIV as well as poverty, inequality and racial
segregation).
Map Design
If I had more time, I would have liked to clean up the maps a little better, and tinker with classifications and
graduated color ramps. I would also have liked to isolate find a more elegant way to indicate more than one
variable at a time (i.e. HIV rates and poverty), without making the maps cluttered, or having conflicting
boundaries. The AIDSVu.org app is not perfect, but the overall design is elegant and straightforward. I would
have liked to refine my maps a little more to get closer to that quality.
Conclusion
Visual representation of a complex social determinant of health is not an easy or obvious process.
Everything from selecting appropriate variables and finding accurate data, to clarity of visual design for
multiple layers presented unique challenges. It takes time to refine a complex social system (such as the
social determinants of HIV) into a self-evident graphic. Although I did not quite achieve a striking
visualization of health disparities caused by state policies, I think these outputs are solid starting points for
further analysis.
I expected the complexity of this problem would make this a difficult process, however I do not think I
anticipated the amount of data management required for a database so large, and I certainly have a new
appreciation for clean and complete databases.
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While I knew that many social and demographic measure are associated with HIV rates (income, education),
I did not anticipate how difficult it would be to illustrate the more qualitative metrics relevant to policy
analysis, such as political beliefs or regional characteristics.
I think the most difficult component of this project was figuring out a way to control for density, and not
conflate more population with other contributing factors such as public policies. Urban cores are so vastly
different from suburban and rural communities representing all the differentiating factors within a
concentration of people in a tiny polygon was absolutely the most challenging. I was hoping to find a
variable and/or representation of data that did not require side by side comparison, but was readily
apparent in a single map, which turned out to be a tall order.
If I had the time to expand this project, I would try to group counties into regions based on population
density and type of built environment. Comparing areas with similar demographics could control for some of
the similarities or differences in geographically-based public health outcomes.
Overall, these maps were a productive step towards creating a visually striking depiction of policy and social
determinants of public health. With additional time and data, I hope to create map that accurately, elegantly
and concisely portrays the place-based nature of public health outcomes, and demonstrates the
interventions necessary to correct these health disparities.
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